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Bella Crafts Quarterly™ makes every effort to present 
information in a clear, complete and accurate manner.   
 
Please craft in a responsible and safe manner.  Failure 

to do so can result in injury.  
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works with manufacturers: using their products in her 
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By Theresa Cifali 

This banner bookmark could not be simpler to 
make…with just a few materials and a few 
minutes, you can crank out a whole bunch to give 
as gifts!  Of course, keeping one or two for 
yourself is an option as well. 
 
Materials:  
 Craft Smith™ Tags (4) 
 Inkadinkado®, Coffe House Alpha 
 Tsukineko StazOn®, Virbrant Violet 
 Organza ribbon ½” width, blue and purple 
 Satin ribbon 3/8” width 
 Hot glue 
 
Tools: 
Scissors, glue gun, dauber 
 
Instructions: 
1. Stamp R, E, A, D on each pennant tag.  Then, 

smudge some ink around the edges of the 
tags with a dauber.  

2. Cut a piece of the 3/8” satin ribbon 10” in 
length and lay it flat. 

3. Starting at the bottom, glue the D to the 
ribbon.  Then, add the A, E and R so that they 
overlap slightly, covering the hole at the top of 
each tag 

4. Cut 4” pieces of both organza ribbons.  Fold 
them in half and push the center through the 

tag hole from the back, until you have a small 
loop in the front.  Push the ends of the ribbon 
through the loop and pull to tighten the ribbon.  
Trim the ends. 

mailto:theresa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
http://www.cre8time.org/
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Helen Bradley is an artist and 
lifestyle journalist who divides her 
time between the real and digital 
worlds, picking the best from both. 
She writes about Illustrator, 
Photoshop, Lightroom and digital 
photography for magazines and 

online providers world-wide. She has written 
four books on photo crafts and currently 
produces video training for Skillfeed.com and 
for her blogs at Projectwoman.com. Helen 
owns more cameras than she is willing to 
admit to, including a point and shoot converted 
to capture infra-red, a pinhole camera, a 
refurbished Polaroid land camera and her 
Pentax d-SLR. 

Julie McGuffee is a crafter, an award 
winning designer, consultant and 
product developer.  She has been 
professionally involved in the Arts & 
Crafts industry for almost 20 years. 
Julie has over 50 "How To" craft 

books as well as feature columns in national 
and international magazines. For the past 14 
years she has been a host on Scrapbook 
Memories (now Scrapbook Soup), a TV show 
which airs on  Public Television stations 
nationwide. 

Lisa Fulmer is an artist, crafter, 
writer, designer, teacher, as well as 
a marketing consultant.  She has 
worked in the craft industry for many 
years and is an active member of 
the Craft & Hobby Association.  Lisa 
designs projects and tutorials for 

craft product manufacturers and she also 
writes and edits regularly for FaveCrafts.com 
and CraftFoxes.com.  She has authored two 
books, Craft Your Stash, and Stylish Craft 
Foam Projects – both are available online and 
in stores. Signed copies are available on her 
blog.  

Susan Weckesser is the founder and 
owner of Susan K. Weckesser Inc.  
She has been teaching, selling crafts 
and painting for twenty-eight years.  
Susan has designed paper lines, 
fabric, stamp sets, and stencils.  She 
is a freelance writer/designer, editor, 

photographer, and poet.  Her work has been 
published in a variety of magazines.  She is 
also a children’s literature writer and illustrator.  
Susan attended the University of Alberta where 
she took the Bachelor of Arts program.  She is 
a certified educator with Ice Resin, Ranger Ink, 
Premium Craft Brands/PanPastels, Helmar and 
a designer member of CHA.  Susan has been 
married for twenty-four years and has four 
wonderful children, two feline friends & four 
gerbils.  She lives in Alberta, Canada and has 
even been known to skydive just to say she did 
it!  

http://projectwoman.com/
http://Projectwoman.com
http://juliemcguffee.blogspot.com/
http://lisafulmer.blogspot.com/
http://favecrafts.com/
http://craftfoxes.com/
http://susankweckesser.com/
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Bella Crafts Quarterly™ 
thanks Duetica for  

the use of their beautiful  
fonts in our publication.   

Be sure to check their AD  
on the back cover of this 

issue.  

Advertising is important to a company’s 
growth.   Small businesses, like yours, 
need an  affordable way to get their 
products seen beyond the company’s 
regular social reach.   Consumers 
cannot buy your products if they do not 
know you exist.  
 
Because we understand the needs of the 
small business owner, we created a special 
place in our magazine just for small 
businesses.  It is called Connections.   
 
Connections is an affordable way for you 
to advertise and get your company seen by 
hundreds of thousands of readers who 
have the potential to buy.   Connections is 
an attractive flat-fee-per-issue 
advertisement for small 
businesses.   There are no hidden costs.  
                                                              

Click here  to place an ad now    
 

Get More Information  
 
Bella Crafts Quarterly is free to read and 
download digitally.  By offering a free 
download of our magazine, we  remove the 
purchase-cost barrier between the reader 
and advertiser.  Our readers do not have to 
pay a subscription fee to Bella Crafts 
Quarterly to see your ad in our 
magazine.    The digital version of our 
issues is always available for download, 
which gives advertisements and marketing 
a longer shelf life. 
 
Bella Crafts Quarterly averages over 
300,000 downloads per issue.  
The Connections ad is a great way for 
your company or product to be seen by 
potential consumers.   

 WHAT TO ADVERTISE: 
 
Use a Connections Ad to broaden your 
reach and get consumers to notice your: 

 Classes 

 Workshops 

 Online store 

 Products 

 Services 

 New book 

 Webinars 

 Social media sites and blog to build 

your online presence 

#HASHTAG 
 

Twitter, Facebook, 
Instagram…  

if there are hashtags, 
make sure to search 
for our personalized 

hashtag to keep up to 
date on Bella Crafts 

Quarterly news. 
 

 

#BellaCrafts 
 

Many of the products 
used in Bella Crafts 
Quarterly™ are from 

companies with which 
we have a professional 
relationship.  Some of 
the companies have 

paid ads in this 
magazine in the way of 

advertisements, 
sponsored projects 

and clickable links.  If 
you are interested in 
advertising with us, 

contact Ann at: 
 

Ann@BellaCraftsQuarterly.com 

http://instagram.com/bellacraftspublishing
https://www.facebook.com/BellaCraftsPublishing
https://www.pinterest.com/bellacraftsp/
https://twitter.com/BellaCraftsP
http://www.duetica.com/
mailto:ann@bellacraftsquarterly.com
mailto:ann@bellacraftsquarterly.com
mailto:ann@bellacraftsquarterly.com
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=X4T2VK4AK7GAL
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with Julie McGuffee 

2015 has been a great year for trends in the Arts 
& Crafts industry.  We’ve seen continued growth 
in the area of monograms, chalkboards, mixed 
media and altered arts, the explosion of Sugar 
Skulls for Fall, Marquee letters and words and a 
wider variety of surfaces to work with, including 
metal both plain and corrugated.  Coloring books 
for adults continue to be “hot” with art from well-
known designers and artists in our industry - 
Joanne Fink, Lindsay Ostrom and Anna Griffin, 
to name a few.  I was also happy to see the 
revival of foiling this year.  As a long time 
designer and crafter, I remember the popularity 
of foiling in the early 90’s – we’ve been “foiled 
again” Hooray!  
 
Craft chains continue to expand their finished 
goods sections with even more “handmade” 
items with a “crafty” look to inspire their 
customers, and take the stress out of having to 
make it themselves when they have neither the 
time nor the inclination to craft,  but, the 
questions is, what will we see in 2016? 
   
If you read my Fall column, you’ll realize that 
some trends are unpredictable.  They can 
appear, and disappear, in a nano second, but 
here are a couple of things you should definitely 
be on the lookout for: 
 

3D Printers.  
 
I saw the first 3D printer in action at the Paper 
Arts show in Las Vegas in 2013.  At a price point 
of less than $1,000, it was interesting to say the 
least for the designers and makers embracing 
new technology.  The printer was featured again 
at the Craft and Hobby Industry (CHA) mega 
trade show in January of this year and there was 
a lot of interest. 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

 

 
 

™ 

http://juliemcguffee.blogspot.com/
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CHA Designer member, Lorrie Greenway 
McCullers has jumped head first onto the 3D 
printing bandwagon.  You can find lots of 
information on her blog including, drumroll 
please – How to print chocolate!  What’s not to 
love about that!  Read more about it here.  
 
You can find lots more photos of the new 
products which were featured at the 2015 CHA 
Trade show here on my blog, Life in the Craft 
Lane.   As I was searching for my photos of the 
3D printer (see page 8), it was fun to see which 
products made it to the stores and which ones 
didn’t.  
 
As I stated in a previous column, designers see 
different things as being trendy, depending on 
what they may like personally, so to get a 
broader view I reached out to CHA designer 
members and asked what they felt would be a 
popular trend for the coming year.  Ann Strecko 
Koeman provided the following insight: 
 
    “I see that companies (in the craft industry) 
are making more "kits" to attract new customers. 
It makes it so much easier for new crafters to 
have everything they need in one neat package. 
It is also a good way for the consumer to "try" 
new crafts without having to invest large sums of 
money.  Try before you buy!  I have also noticed 
that the trend to DIY is strong and growing. 
Companies outside the craft industry, who were 
not selling craft related products (e.g. power 
tools and heavy equipment) are now reaching 

out to the new "DIYer" and "Home Crafter" by 
making smaller scale tools at reasonable prices.” 
 
Technology has seriously impacted how we 
create – at every age level.  With the popularity 
of electronic die cutting machines, power tools, 
cameras, interest in 3D printers and more, the 
new generation of crafters/hobbyists/makers is 
much more savvy.  The younger generation 
accepts technological advances without question 
and they will be tomorrow’s consumer.  As we 
look forward to next year and beyond, it will be 
extremely interesting and exciting to see how 
product for the next generation develops.   
 
Most manufacturers have already developed 
and put into production their products for the 
coming year.  These will be featured at the 
upcoming CHA mega show in Anaheim in 
January.  It’s always exciting to see what’s new 
and I will be there; walking the aisles and taking 
lots of photos to share with everyone here and 
on my blog.  After seeing the revival of foiling at 
the last show and the overwhelming response, 
I’m wondering which other products and 
techniques may have been resurrected for the 
new generation of crafty consumers!  Can’t wait!  
In the meantime, have a wondrous holiday 
season.        
 
Keep Calm and Carry on Crafting! 
Julie 
 
 

http://craftiprint.com/what-is-3d-printing/
http://juliemcguffee.blogspot.com/2015/01/cha-2015-anaheim-ca.html.
http://juliemcguffee.blogspot.com/2015/01/cha-2015-anaheim-ca.html.
http://bellacraftsquarterly.com/bella-crafts-connections
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There is a lot of confusion and misinformation 
surrounding the issue of copyright in photos.  One 
common misconception is that you have to register 
copyright to be able to claim that a photo belongs 
to you.  This isn't correct.  If you take a photo you 
own the copyright in that photo. However, if that 
photo is registered with the Copyright Office then 
you can claim additional damages from someone 
who uses it without permission.  So registration 
simply affects the type of damages you can claim 
for unauthorized use.  
 
While professional photographers will typically 
register their photos, most amateur photographers 
won't go to the trouble or expense.  Luckily, there 
are other ways you can protect your photos and 
one is to add a copyright notice to all your photos 
before you publish them online to your blog or a 
social media site such as Flickr, Instagram or 
Facebook.   
 
The copyright notice should be in this form:  

© 2015 Helen Bradley  
 

In place of the © symbol, you can also use the 
word Copyright.  The year is the year of publication 
(not the year you shot the image), so that's the 
year you first shared it online.  The name is your 
name as photographer and copyright owner.  
 
While this notice is not required, it is a good idea to 
include it to make it clear that the photo belongs to 
you.  You can add this copyright information to 
your photos in any photo editing application by 
using the text option to type it onto the image.  
However, always make sure to do this on a copy of 
the image and never the original image as it won't 
be removable! 
 

Another way to protect yourself is to add your 
details and copyright information into the photo's 
metadata.  Metadata, is simply descriptive text 
which exists inside every digital photo.  It 
comprises details such as the camera used, the 
date, lens, exposure and so on.  You can also 
write your own personal information into the 
photo's metadata so you should add your name, 
contact information and copyright details to all 
photos prior to sharing them online.  Most photo 
editing programs have a tool for adding metadata 
to your photos.  In Photoshop, choose File > File 
Info, select IPTC and complete the entries in the 
list for IPTC Contact and IPTC Status.  You can 
save your entries as a template so you can add 
these to other images in future very easily. 
 
If you have taken steps like these to protect your 
photos you have a good basis for taking action 
against someone who uses your photos without 
permission.  This might be a simple request for 
them to stop doing so or a formal legal claim for 
damages.  

 
This photo has copyright information added as text 

to the actual image as well as embedded in the 
photo's metadata. 

with Helen Bradley 

How to copyright in your photos to discourage others from stealing them. 

http://www.projectwoman.com/
http://www.bellacraftspublishing.com/subscribe
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If you are using social media….and who isn’t…you’ll want 
to get the most out of your networks.  Using tools to help 
with everything from content creation to management is 
not an option, it a necessity.  These are some of my 
favorite tools.  They save me time and offer me insights, 
so that I can do my very best on my social networks while 
investing the minimum amount of time.  
 
1. Hootsuite   
Hootsuite is a social media management system.  If you 
are using multiple social media networks, this platform will 
save you a ton of time!  It integrates with Twitter, 
Facebook Personal Profiles, Facebook Fan Pages, 
LinkedIn, Google+ and now Instagram.  Not only can you 
schedule posts using Hootsuite, but you can also read and 
respond to posts right from within the program.  
 
You can use this program completely free with up to 3 
accounts.  If you need more, the Pro plan is $9.99 per 
month. 
 
 
2. Tweepi  
Keep your Twiiter account cleaned up with Tweepi.  This 
is a great tool for unfollowing users who are not following 
you back, helping you keep within Twitter’s following 
ratios. 
 
Even better…you can find new relevant, targeted followers 
using their following features.  Follow the friends or 
followers of accounts that are similar to yours.  You can do 
that for free….or upgrade to a paid package…but the free 
features will most likely be enough. 
 
 
3. CoSchedule Headline Analyzer  
CoShedule is a social media editorial calendar for 
WordPress that allows you to schedule your blog and 
social media on the same drag-and-drop calendar.  While 
CoSheduler itself is a paid service, they have a headline 
analyzer you can use for free.  
 
The headline analyzer will rate your blog post titles and 
evaluate them for strength.  This is a great tool to 
bookmark and use to help you come up with better post 
titles.  Better post titles means better ranking on Google! 
 

4. Social Mention  
Social Mention is real time social media search and 
analysis.  Type in any keyword or key phrase to see it’s 
strength, sentiment, reach, how often it’s mentioned on 
social media and more.  It will also show you top 
keywords, top users, top hashtags and sources related to 
your search.  Finally, see other users across multiple 
platforms who have used that keyword or key phrase.   
 
 
5. Pocket  
Better than bookmarking, Pocket is a desktop app that 
allows you to save articles, blog posts, web pages and 
more with a single click.  Organize them by assigning a 
keyword, which they call tags.  Later, search by tag to find 
them and read at your leisure. 
 
6. Quozio  
This platform allows you to make quick and easy quote 
graphics….and I mean QUICK.  Visit the webpage, type or 
paste in a quote, credit the source and click “Go”.  From 
there you can choose a background and then share your 
post to a variety of social networks. 
 
If you want faster, install the Quozio bookmarklet to your 
browser.  Then you can create quote graphics simply by 
highlighting text on a webpage and clicking the Quozio 
bookmarklet.  Easy peasy! 
 
 
7. LikeAlyzer   
Wondering how well your Facebook Fan Page is 
performing?  Try LikeAlyzer.  This tool will score your page 
(between 1-100), aggregate your page information and 
give a performance overview.  My favorite feature?  
LikeAlyzer makes recommendations for improving your 
page.  You can even see the scores of your competitors.   
 
Using tools on social media is a necessity.  I hope you will 
take the time to investigate the tools above.  I’d love to 
know what tools you are using to help manage your social 
media.  Mention us on Twitter with your picks 
@bellacraftsp 

with Theresa Cifali 

https://hootsuite.com/
http://tweepi.com/
http://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer
http://www.socialmention.com/
https://getpocket.com/
http://quozio.com/
http://likealyzer.com/
mailto:theresa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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Let’s talk light boxes!  Recently, I was fortunate enough to 
receive a brand new LightTracer®2 LED Light Box™ 
from the wonderful people at ARTOGRAPH®.  Needless 
to say, I am thrilled with my new craft tool, so I wanted to 
share my experience with all of you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The LightTracer®2 is 12” x 18” giving you a nice sized 
work surface. It also has a built-in storage tray where you 
can conveniently place tools, like pencils and styluses, 
instead of having to search for them.  This helps me stay 
organized and is a real time saver, as I don’t have to 
search for necessary tools. 
 
The LightTracer®2 comes with a power adaptor and must 
be plugged in…so you need to have an outlet nearby.  
My favorite feature is the LED illumination. There are no 
bulbs that need to be replaced.  This saves you both time 
and expense. 
 
A light box can have many uses, but the most popular is 
dry embossing. I thought I’d test out my new light box by 
starting with this technique.  Dry embossing requires the 
use of paper, stencils, a stylus and a light box.  It is a 
quick and easy way to create intricate detail on a surface. 
 
There are a multitude of stencils on the market.  Stencils 
can be made from different materials, such as plastic and 
metal.  Both types can be used with dry embossing.  
Stencils also come in a wide variety of sizes.  The larger 

stencils, usually made for stenciling on walls and 
furniture, can easily be used with the LightTracer®2 due 
to it’s vast work surface.  This means that you have many 
more options than with other light boxes. 
 
The other benefit of the larger work surface is balance.  
There is plenty of surface-area to lean on for support, 
offering you more control of your tools.  It’s also way 
more comfortable, especially when using a larger, more 
detailed design. 
 
When dry embossing, your stencil goes underneath the 
paper, so you really need a good, bright light source 
underneath to see the design properly.  The LED 
illumination not only offers a good, solid light source, it 
also is easier on your eyes than a conventional light box 
that uses regular bulbs.  This is particularly important, as 
the light will be shining up at you. 
 
Dry embossing, while the most popular, certain isn’t the 
only use for the LightTracer®2.  It can also be used for: 
  

 Embroidery Appliqué 
 Quilting 
 Needlework 
 Scrapbooking 
 Cartooning 
 Calligraphy and Lettering 
  
I have really been enjoying playing with the 
LightTracer®2.  I highly recommend it and think you’ll like 
it as well. 
 
In other news, this is the very last “Lessons with Lisa” 
column.  Due to the popularity of my articles about craft 
tools, we will be debuting my new column titled “Tools of 
the Trade” this coming Spring.  We are very excited. 
 
If you have any new tools that you are excited about, feel 
free to email me at lisa@bellacraftsquarterly.com.  I’d 
love to share tools that you enjoy and feel have been 
helpful. 
 

with Lisa Rojas 

mailto:lisa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
mailto:lisa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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 with Ann Butler 

Gina Krupsky was born and raised just 
outside of Philadelphia, where she met 
her husband Tom.  They moved to 
Wisconsin where he went to the 
University of Wisconsin and then on to 
Marquette Law school.  They decided to 
stay because it was a great place to 
raise their two daughters, Alicia and 
Rina.  Alicia is 19 and goes to college for 
film and directing. Rina is 17.  She is a 
competitive swimmer and a junior in high 
school.  Gina’s husband, Tom, worked 
for many years as an attorney.  A few 
years ago he left his career in law and 
together they run Gina K. Designs and 
StampTV. 

 
Gina found stamping like many other 
stampers out there.  She went to her first 
stamping party and she was immediately 
hooked. Shortly after, she signed up as a 
demonstrator to “get the discount.”  That 
turned into a full time business. She had 
a large downline, earned several cruises 
and did lots of workshops and classes. 
She loved the teaching aspect of the 
business. When the company she 
demonstrated for changed their career 
plan, she decided to change hers and 
Gina K. Designs was born. 
 
Gina really wanted to build a learning 

GinaK 

 
 

 with Ann Butler 

http://www.creativitystirsthesoul.com/
http://stamptv.ning.com/
http://www.creativitystirsthesoul.com/
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community where everyone fits in.  She 
started StampTV.com and offers weekly 
broadcast quality paper crafting videos.  
Not only do you learn a lot on StampTV, 
but you will find friendship and happiness.  
It’s a wonderful place to grow your 
creative wings with lots of love and 
support. 
 
Gina’s goal is to continue to offer high 
quality products through Gina K. Designs 
and high quality videos through 
StampTV.com. 
 
A: What was your first experience with crafting?  
G: I can remember back to being a young child 
and buying an empty scrapbook at Woolworths!  
I filled it with anything I could find, from 
magazine clippings to four leaf clovers.  I loved 
the idea of memory keeping.  I also loved to 
draw and paint.  When I was 10, I wanted to 
make handmade Christmas gifts for everyone in 
my family.  I asked my mom to take me to a 
ceramics place and I made gifts for everyone. 
My mom also taught me to sew when I was 11.  
If it's crafty in anyway, I love it.  
  
A: When did you first know you wanted to be an 
Artist or did you know?  
G: It wasn't until I was in my thirties that I 
realized how much I loved art and that I wanted 
to make it my life's work.  I set up a small studio 
in my dining room and created something each 
day.  My dad and I opened a little booth together 
where he sold beautiful lamps and stained glass 
pieces that he made and I sold fabric items, 
candles and paper crafted items that I made.  
  
A: What was the turning point of going from a 
hobbyist to a professional?  
G: I remember getting into Stampin' Up and 
buying a lot of their products to make cards and 
scrapbook pages.  My demonstrator convinced 
me to sign up to "get the discount" to help me 
feed my hobby.  In no time, I had a large 
downline, I was earning cruises.  I was hooked 
on paper crafting as a career. 
 
A: You started your own stamp line, was that 
very involved?  
G: Whenever I couldn't find an image that I 
needed, I would draw one.  At one point, 

Stampin' Up changed their career plan and it no 
longer worked for me.  That was the moment 
that I decided to take the images I had drawn 
and turn them into my own line of stamps.  I had 
one of the first paper crafting blogs out there and 
it marketed to my followers.  My little online store 
started to grow and evolve.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
A: What other products do you create?  
G: We have a full line of stamps, patterned 
paper, card stock, ink pads and embellishments. 
One of my favorite products that I design are our 
wood cuts.  My husband does the actual cutting 
of the wood and I do all of the designing.  As far 
as what kind of art I create,  I love anything 
paper crafty.  I also love making jewelry and I 
love making perfume blends from essential oils.  
I will always love to sew and I like yarn a lot too! 
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A: Do you have a favorite technique?  
G: That's like asking if I have a favorite child! 
But I do favor inking techniques and embossing 
techniques.  I love creating my own 
backgrounds using embossing powder and ink 
together.  But I really like anything that gets my 
fingers dirty.  
 
A: What inspires you?  
G: My children inspire me.  My older daughter 
Alicia is an artist and a filmaker.  My younger 
daughter Rina is a competitive swimmer.  They 
both work so hard to be good at what they do. 
And I love they way they handle outcomes, 
both good and not so good.  We have a saying 
in our family “Sometimes you win, sometimes 
you learn”.  My husband Tom also inspires me. 
He gave up his big law career to come and 
work with me so that I could do what I love for a 
living.  We are the ultimate mom and pop 
business.  We do just about all of the work 
ourselves and we have a lot of laughs together 
each day.   
 
A: How long have you been doing StampTV?  
G: I started doing StampTV in February of 
2009.  It was a labor of love.  We built the 
website ourselves and learned a lot about how 
to use cameras, how to do multi-camera 
shoots, how to edit and how to get the most 
information out in the least amount of time.  If 
you listen to the introduction music in some of 

our older videos, it's even Tom playing the 
guitar.  
  
A: How often do you do videos?  
G: I try to do at least one video each week. 
Over the last year, we have included videos 
from our illustrators as well so many weeks we 
have as many as three new videos air on our 
web channel. 
 
A: Describe your studio or crafting area....  
G: I have seen some gorgeous crafting studios 
online.  But mine is a mess and kind of all over 
the place.  Since our recent move to 
Milwaukee, I have lost my little home studio 
and I just have a table in our warehouse.  But 
I've realized that I like it better this way.  The 
warehouse is just a old, giant, unfinished 
space.  You can spill stuff on the floor, spray 
things without worry and it's flooded with 
overhead light.  It takes the focus off of the 
surroundings and puts it back onto the art.  
Hey, I've created some of my best work sitting 
on the concrete floor!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A: Is there anything else you would like to 
share with our readers?  
G: My word of advice to anyone who enjoys 
being creative is to stop worrying about the end 
result and just let it unfold.  I have seen a lot of 
classes teaching people the "right way" to do 
things.  I'm not so sure there is a right way.  All 
I know is that if it feels right, go for it!  Art has a 
life of it's own.  Let it evolve. 
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http://www.kreinik.com/
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Ways to Wrap it Up… 
 
“There is nothing more truly artistic than to love 
people.” - Vincent van Gogh 
 
Think outside the box!  Fabric comes in so many 
styles and weights, so it is easy to take some 
and create some fancy wrapping out of it.  It is 
fun to do this because when  you wrap things in 
fabric, a lot of times you can reuse that fabric or 
wrapping for something else.  It is like receiving 
two gifts.  How cool is that!  
 
Ways to use fabric in your gift giving:  
 
 Make fabric envelopes. 
 Wrap a gift in fabric. 
 Recycle or green craft an old box or tin with 

some fabrics to make a gift for someone.  
These are fun to put baking in.  

 Make fabric gift card holders. 
 Use scraps of material to decorate a card, 

tag or wrapped gift.  
 Fabric accent on brown paper wrapped gifts. 
 Drawstring fabric gift bags. 
 

Fabric Envelope 
Cut out a fabric envelope template.  Any size will 
work.  Lay it on your fabric, trace around it and 
then cut the fabric copy out.  Fold along the 
edge and use a little fabric glue to seal it down 
on the edges.  Then take a sewing machine and 
run a zigzag stitch around the whole outside 
except for along the top flap.  Use a Velcro dot  
to seal the envelope.  Decorate it any way that 
you want.   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

with Susan Weckesser 

http://www.susankweckesser.com
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Scrap Fabric Bow & Doodled Wrapped Paper   
This is a fun project for your whole family to work 
on.  Get a roll of newsprint or blank paper and get 
out markers, glitter pens and stamps.  Let your 
kiddos have fun creating messages and scenes 
on the paper.  Then use the paper to wrap your 
gifts.  Take a piece of scrap fabric and tie a big 
bow on you creative packages.  So easy and so 
much fun! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gift Card Fabric Package. 
We seem to always give one or two gift cards 
away at Christmas, so why not decorate them up. 

Using canvas, sew up a card holder that is 
slightly bigger then your card.  You can do this by 
laying a gift card on your canvas and allowing 
yourself an extra inch all the way around.  Once it 
is sewn up, have some fun decorating it up any 
that you want.  Canvas is so versatile so really, 
the sky is the limit!  I used burlap, felt and one of 
my Susan K. Weckesser Inc. Co-branded Unity 
Stamp Co. Christmas stamps.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have some  fun being creative with your 
packaging and see all the neat things that you 
can do with fabric!  
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The Zen of Crafting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zen, as part of Buddhism, is all about 
meditation and developing insight.  Many of us 
also use “zen” as a broader term to describe 
an overall attitude or feeling that is mindful and 
calm…chill, if you will. 
 
Practicing traditional meditation can be 
challenging for me and my little monkey brain. 
But when I am crafting, I find that stress and 
tension just melt away, leaving me blissfully 
present in the moment - whether I am doing 
something easy like coating a surface with 
paint or something more challenging like, 
well…sewing a straight line.   
 
For me, the “zen of crafting” is when I allow 
myself to really tune in to the process of 
creating – from finding inspiration, to learning 

techniques, to choosing colors and textures, to 
enjoying the calming qualities crafting brings 
me.  The actual creative process in and of itself 
can sometimes be so much more rewarding 
than the end result, too – am I right, fellow craft
-failers?  
 
If I didn’t have to craft within deadlines as a 
designer, I think I might actually enjoy watching 
paint dry.  Okay, maybe that’s taking it too far. 
But I do think it’s important to slow down and 
find a bit of mindfulness in the creative 
process.  Mindfulness is about living in the 
moment and awakening to the experience.  For 
example, when I’m blending a custom shade of 
paint, I mix it slowly and just focus on the swirls 
of color to watch how they slowly merge 
together.  It’s actually quite beautiful to behold! 
 
Some of the crafts I enjoy for their zen quality 
are drawing and inking (yay for zentangles!), 
needle felting, collage, stenciling, and paper 
mosaics.  I also love unfettered playtime with a 
new tool or product with no real goal of actually 
making anything.  When I bought my first 
notched spreader from the hardware store, I 
went through a whole pad of watercolor paper, 
just dragging and zig-zagging that thing 
through paints and mediums to create all kinds 
of different patterns.  Excellent therapy that I 
can’t recommend highly enough. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So relax and enjoy your journey, crafters – and 
fret not about the destination!  Our creative 
process is the real stuff of celebration, even 
more so than our design or execution of a 
project.  
 

with Lisa Fulmer 

http://www.lisalizalou.com
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http://unitystampco.com/shop/?s=ann+butler
http://bellacraftsquarterly.com/craft-ebooks/cre8time-ebooks
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http://bellacraftsquarterly.com/subscribe
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http://www.artograph.com/
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http://bellacraftsconnections.com/
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Sponsored by Craft Marketing Connections 

Balsa-Foam® is perfect for personalization! Find 
those fun family photos (especially the out-
takes!) and create an "LOL" family frame 
complete with individual names inscribed into the 
Balsa-Foam®. Then spray paint and apply a dry-
brush technique for a dramatic look. Top it off by 
spraying coordinating colors of the new 
Ubermatte™ ultra matte finish on inexpensive 
glass vases, add flowers and viola!… a colorful 
Laugh-Out-Loud arrangement that also shouts 
Lots-Of-Love! 
 
Materials: 
 American Foam Technologies, Balsa-Foam® 

Sheets, 11" x 14" x 3/4" (3) 
 Design Master® Ubermatte™ Ultra Matte 

Color Finish: Lake, Wisteria 
 DecoArt® Americana® acrylic paint: Blue 

Haven, Ocean Blue, Purple Cow, Purple 
Pizzazz, Olive Green, Irish Moss; optional for 
touch-ups: Midnite Blue 

 Glass vases, 2" diameter x 8" tall  (2) 
 Silk flowers, 5" diameter: purple, blue, light 

green  
 Flower-ball accents, 3 1/2" diameter (2) 
 Large colored, plastic-coated paper clips (3 
 Vertical photo, 8" x 10" (to be cropped or 5" x 

7" horizontal photo)  
 
Tools:   
 American Foam Technologies Balsa-Foam® 

Tools: Small Stylus or Pointed Wood Dowel, 
Carving Tool, Craft Knife, Tool Oil 

 Paintbrushes: large and medium chisel, very 
small round 

 Cutting mat (optional) 
 Copy paper 
 Pencil 

 Scissors 
 Metal ruler 
 Paper towels and water or wet-wipes 
 Palette or paper plate 
 Large cardboard box  
 Old newspapers 
 Masking tape 
 
Instructions: 
1. Select the large "O" frame photo first.  If you 

choose a vertical 8 inches x 10 inches, it will 
need to be cropped to 7 ½ inches wide x 
about 6 inches tall).  Or, plan for a smaller 5 
inches x 7 inches horizontal photo.  Either 
way, plan the opening and the orientation of 
the photo based on how it will fit on the 
vertical 11 inches x 14 inches Balsa-Foam®.  
(The photo model has a ½ inch inner border 
around the photo and a 1" outside border on 
the top and the sides of the frame.)  Use a 
pencil to lightly trace around the photo onto 
the Balsa-Foam®.  Set it aside.  

2. Use a pencil and ruler to measure and lightly 
draw a 4-inch wide "L" on one vertical 11 
inches x 14 inches Balsa-Foam® sheet.  Use 
a craft knife against a metal ruler on a cutting 
mat (or stack of newspapers) and cut along 
the lines.  (Tip: Keep the blade perpendicular 
to the table so that the Balsa-Foam® edges 
are straight.  Score, lightly first, and then 
press more firmly to cut deeper with several 
passes of the knife.)  Remove Balsa-Foam® 
rectangle and save it for another project or 
practice piece. Repeat with the other "L". 

3. Select six individual 1 ½ inches x 2 inches 
photos for each "L" frame.  Position the 
photos on the Balsa-Foam® "L"s at varying 
angles and trace around them with a pencil.  

http://www.craftmarketingconnections.com/
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Set them aside.  
4. Measure the space at the bottom of the "O" 

frame and cut a sheet of copy paper to fit it.  
Draw the words, "Our Family" or write the 
family name and date on the paper pattern.  
Align the pattern on the Balsa-Foam® "O" 
frame and trace the lines with a stylus or 
pointed dowel.  (Note: Hold it in place so that 
the pattern doesn't move.  Peek every so 
often to be sure that the pressure is enough 
to mark the Balsa-Foam®.)    

 

5.  Measure and draw a border 1/2 inch out 
from the large photo lines on the "O" frame.  
Similarly, draw the borders on each individual 
photo on the "L" frames, ¼ inch out from the 
edges and then, trace over each line using a 
stylus or a pointed dowel against the ruler to 
inscribe deeper lines.  (Note: Make several 
passes with the stylus, deepening a little at a 
time, until they are about 1/8 inch deep.   

 
 
 

6.  Use a stylus or a dowel to inscribe the lines 
of "Our Family" or a name, going about 1/8 
inch deep and widening letters as much as 
desired.   

 
7. To remove the entire area where the photos 

will be, use a carving tool to scoop out the 
areas, going down ¼ inch deep.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
8. Smooth the photo areas with a scrap of Balsa

-Foam® or the flat end of a dowel to be sure 
that there aren't any gouges, so that you are 
creating smooth surfaces for the photos.  

9. On the "O" frame, lightly write family words 
around the top and the side of the photo 
area, such as:  Love, Inspiration, Time, 
Togetherness, Happiness, Bonding, 
Laughter, Photos, Joy, Memories, 
Connections, etc.  (Note: Leave a little more 
space between the letters since they widen 
when they are inscribed into the Balsa-
Foam®.)  Then on both "L" frames, write 
individual names near their photos and add 
any fun symbols desired.   

10. Use your fingers to lightly smooth the angular 
edges of the Balsa-Foam®, on the outside 
and on the frame surfaces.   
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11. Carefully dust off the frame with a dry, large 
brush and clean the table area with paper 
towels or wet-wipes.  In a well-ventilated, 
newspaper-covered area (inside a box) spray 
all sides of the frames with two - three coats 
of Lake Ubermatte spray color.  Let them dry.    

12. Use a medium chisel brush to dry brush 
Ocean Blue acrylic paint over the "O" frame, 
keeping the brush parallel to the frame so 
that the paint doesn't get into the recessed 
design lines.  For an interesting effect, allow 
the paint to look spotty and not totally 
covered.  Similarly, paint one "L" with Purple 
Pizzazz and the other "L" with Irish Moss 
(green) acrylic paint.  Then, alternate acrylic 
paint colors to accent the borders around 
each photo.  

  
Tip: Dry brush the paint by squeezing some 
paint onto the palette or a paper plate.  Either 
use the full strength or, depending on how thick 
the paint is, mix in a drop of water.  Then, dry the 
brush by wiping on a paper towel.  Insert just the 
tip of the brush into the paint and apply it to the 
Balsa-Foam®.  It should look rough and dry.  If it 
doesn't, the paint may be too thin - So add more 
paint, but do not add additional water. 
  
Tip: If any touchups are needed in the Lake 
spray areas, use the Midnite Blue acrylic paint 
and small paintbrush to repair.  
  
13. To create a hanger loop on the back of 

each frame, hold one frame between your 
thumb and forefingers to determine the 
balance point.  Slightly separate the curved 
ends of the large, colored, plastic-coated 
paper clip ½ inch.  Place the frame on the 
table.  On the back of the frame, at the 

balance point, about 2 ¼ inches from the top, 
insert the shorter, rounded end into the Balsa
-Foam®, angled up, creating a hanger loop 
with the longer end of the paper clip.  

14. Clean up the area and clean all metal tools 
well, even using tool oil to prevent rusting.  

15. In the same well-ventilated, newspaper-
covered spraying area, lightly spray one vase 
with two coats Lake and the other vase with 
two coats of Wisteria, letting the paint dry 
between the coats.   

16. Insert the flowers into the vases.  Hang the 
frames on the wall in a staggered position 
and arrange the vases so that the negative 
space (the empty area) on the wall can be 
filled by vases on a side table.  Place the 
flower balls near the vases.  

mailto:lisafulmer@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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By Lisa Marie Jimenez 

Lisa Marie Jimenez  is a professional jewelry designer with 24 years of 
experience in the industry.  She designed her own line of jewelry which sold to 
gift/clothing boutiques for 10+ years.  Her designs have been published in US 
and International bead/jewelry magazines, along with several front cover 
features.  Lisa’s designs have also graced the covers of four romance novels.  
She shares her jewelry designing techniques with others through her personal 
blog and currently writes a column for an international bead magazine.  

http://www.brassaholic.com
http://www.brassaholic.com
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This M’lady Floral Necklace is adorned with 
crystals and looks like a necklace that would 
have been worn by a noble lady.  What woman 
wouldn’t want to feel like a noble, even if for a 
day?  Place this necklace on and you will feel as 
if you have stepped back in time, to that of a 
noble M’lady.   
 
Materials: 
 Filigree Brass Flower, 35mm, Brass Ox (3) 
 Filigree Brass Flower, 20mm, Brass Ox (3) 
 Oval Filigree Connector, 18x12mm, Brass Ox 

(2) 
 Flat Back Crystal Stone, 6mm, Amethyst (5) 
 Crystal Bicone Beads,4mm, Amethyst (68) 
 Crystal Teardrop Bead,5x7mm, Amethyst  
 Rhinestone Rondelle Spacer Bead, 4mm, 

Brass Ox (6) 
 Headpin, 1 ½”,Brass Ox (56) 
 Eyepin, 1 ½”, Brass Ox (6) 
 Jumpring, 6mm, Brass Ox (2) 
 Jumpring, 4mm, Brass Ox (18) 
 Lobster Clasp, 12mm, Brass Ox 
 Etched Small Cable Chain, Brass Ox (9”) 
 Jewelers Cement 
 E6000 Glue 

 
Tools:   
 Flat nose pliers (2 sets) 
 Round nose pliers 
 Cutters 
 Chain nose pliers 
 Toothpick 
 
Instructions: 
1. Place a small amount of E6000 glue on the 

back of the 20mm filigree flower and then 
place it in the middle of the 35mm filigree 
flower. Add a small amount of jewelers 
cement to the back of a rhinestone and then 
place it into the center of the 20mm flower.  
Set aside to dry.  Repeat this step two more 
times to complete the three filigree flowers. 

2. Place a small amount of jewelry cement on 
the back of a rhinestone and place it in the 
center of the filigree connector.  Set aside to 
dry.  Repeat this step for the second 
connector.  

3. Open the loop on an eyepin and then add it to 
the large filigree flower.  Close the loop.  Load 
the eyepin with beads in the following order: 
bicone, rondelle, bicone.  Trim eyepin and 
make a simple loop.  Before closing the loop 

add the ring on the filigree connector.  Close 
the loop.  

4. Open another eyepin and add it to the 
opposite ring on the filigree connector.  Load 
the eyepin with beads in the following order: 
bicone, rondelle, bicone.  Trim eyepin and 
make a simple loop.  Before closing the loop 
add to the filigree opening on the second 
large filigree flower.   

5. Open the loop on eyepin and then add it to 
the opposite side of the second filigree flower 
from prior step.  Load eyepin with beads in 
the following order: bicone, rondelle, bicone.  
Trim eyepin and make a simple loop. 

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for the opposite 
side of the necklace. 

7. Load a headpin with teardrop bead, then 
bicone bead.  Trim and make a simple loop.  
Before closing the loop add to the center 
bottom of the center filigree flower.  

8. Load an eyepin with a bicone bead.  Trim and 
make a simple loop.  Repeat this step 54 
times for a total of 55 bicone drops.   

9. Open a 4mm jumpring and add three bicone 
drops.  Close jumpring.  Repeat this step 17 
more times for a total of 18 bead dangles. 

10. Open the jumpring on the bead dangles from 
previous step and connect to loop on the 
eyepin.  Repeat this step for a total of 12 
eyepin loops. 

11. Open the jumpring on the bead dangle from 
Step 9 and then add it next to the teardrop 
bead on the bottom of the filigree flower.  
Continue to add three bead dangles to each 
side of the teardrop bead.  

12. Cut the chain into two even sections.  Open 
the last eyepin and add the end of the chain 
to it.  Repeat for opposite side. 

13. Open a 6mm jumpring and connect the 
lobster clasp to the end of the chain.  Open 
another 6mm jumpring and add it to the end 
of the chain on the opposite side.  Load a 
headpin with a bicone bead.  Trim and make 
a simple loop.  Before closing the loop add it 
to the 6mm jumpring.  

 
Note:  Overall length of necklace is 18”.  To 
adjust the size of the necklace, add or subtract 
the amount of chain used.  
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Clipboards are wonderful tools with so many 
uses.  You can hardly go anywhere without 
seeing one.  Businesses, schools and even the 
doctors office.  They are also great for keeping 
things in order at home.  But this functional tool 
doesn’t have to be the same old boring clipboard. 
NO!  You can make it into a fabulous art piece 
that is still functional.  It would look awesome just 
decorated and hanging in your craft room or 
office.  You can even add a magnet to the back 
and hang it on your refrigerator and it will still be 
functional.  Perfect for lists, dates or your 
children’s homework.  Here’s how you can make 
this fun and easy project.   
 
Materials: 
 DCWV Old World Stack (4 pieces) 
 Graphic 45®: Metal Doorplate, Knob 
 Clipboard, 8”x 6” 
 Tombow Stamp Runner Dot Pattern Adhesive  
 Tombow MONO Multi Liquid Glue 
 Beacon Adhesives 527 glue 
 Ranger Distress Ink Vintage Photo 
 Tim Holtz® idea-ology: Pen Nibs, Sproket 

Gears, Muse Tokens, Foliage, Plaquettes, 
Word Keys 

 Clip 
 
Tools: 
Crop-A-Dile, corner rounder, distressing tool, ink 
blending tool  
 
Instructions: 
1. Cut a piece of patterned paper one eighth of 

an inch smaller than the clipboard on all 
sides.  Cut a piece of the paper out to leave 
room for the clip part of the clipboard.  Use 
the corner rounder on all of the corners. Ink 
the edges of the paper using the ink blending 
tool.  Adhere the paper to the clipboard with 
the adhesive runner. 

2. Cut a different piece of patterned paper five 
inches long by five and a half inches wide and 
round all of the corners.  Ink around the 
edges with the ink blending tool.  Adhere it to 
the middle of the clipboard with MONO Glue. 

 

3. With another coordinating piece of patterned 
paper, cut a piece two and a half inches long 
by three and three quarters inches wide to 
make a pocket.  Round the lower corners and 
ink around the edges with the ink blending 
tool.  Apply MONO Glue to the right and lower 
edges of the pocket and adhere it to the lower 
left corner of the clipboard.  This will make an 
additional pocket on the left side of the 
pocket. 

4. Apply the 527 glue to the back of the 
doorplate and knob.  Adhere it to the right 
side of the clipboard, next to the pocket.  
Allow it to dry. 

5. Cut several different coordinating papers to 
make tags.  One tag will be five and one 
quarter inches long by two and a half inches 
wide, distress the edges with a distressing 
tool and ink the edges with the ink blending 
tool.  Add a hole in the top of the tag with the 
Crop-A-Dile.  This tag will go in the pocket. 

6. Make 2 more tags that are four and a half 
inches long by two and a quarter inches wide.  
Cut another piece of paper one eighth of an 
inch smaller and layer it on top of the first tag.  
Distress the edges with the distressing tool 
and add ink all around the tag with the ink 
blending tool.  Make a hole in the top of the 
tags with the Crop-A-Dile.  One of the tags 
will go behind the tag in the pocket and one of 
the tags will go in the pocket behind the first 
pocket. 

7. Use the MONO Glue to attach all the metal 
embellishments to the clipboard and tags.  Let 
dry. 

8. Use the Crop-A-Dile to punch three holes in 
the bottom of the clipboard.  Add hanging 
charms to the holes. 

Daniella Hayes is a mixed media artist with a 
love of paper.  Her work has been published 
and featured in many magazines and books.  
She loves teaching and works for several 
wonderful companies.  She lives in Northern 
NJ with her 2 sons and her husband of 24 
years.  

By Daniella Hayes  

http://daniellahayes.blogspot.com/
http://daniellahayes.blogspot.com/
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By Lisa Rojas 

 
When I create, I love to make projects with 
a lot of details.  Sometimes my projects 
can take days for me to complete.  Every 
once in a while I want to create something 
that I can finish in a flash, but I certainly 
don’t want it to look like I didn’t spend any 
time on it.  This bracelet was perfect for 
that.  Even though it took under 10 
minutes to make, it is still stylish.  Of 
course, I could take it a few steps further 
by adding more bling, but I like it just the 
way it is!  
 

 
Materials: 
 Blue Moon Beads® SHORTCUTS™ Leather 

Cuff, blue 
 Blue Moon Beads® SHORTCUTS™ Metal 

Connector, “INSPIRE” 
 Blue Moon Beads® SHORTCUTS™ Charms 

Set 
 
Instructions: 
1.  Remove leather cuff and embellishments from 
the packaging.  Open lobster claws on the leather 
cuff and attach charms on both sides. 
2.  Open lobster claws on the leather cuff again 
and attach the “Inspire” metal connector.  That’s 
it, you’re done! 

mailto:lisa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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By Martha Lucia Gomez  

Martha Lucia Gomez lives in the beautiful, sunny city of Miami, Florida, although she was 

born and raised in Colombia. She is the owner and creator of El Atelier de Stampartpapel, 

the only online stamping school with video tutorials, written tutorials and PDFs all in 

Spanish. She also designs for Quick Quotes Scrapbook Company, KellyCraft 

Innovations, So Suzy Stamps, Rebecca Baer, Inc, Die-Namies Dies, a2z Scrapbooking, 

Makin's Clay®, and Earth Safe Finishes®. She started out by working with paper crafts, 

but has since incorporated all types of other materials. She finds total and complete 

happiness working with her hands and creating new and exciting projects.  

http://www.stampartpapel.com
http://www.stampartpapel.com
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In this digital age, it is very common to hear that 
you don't have concrete photos to hold and 
cherish, as they are always on the computer or 
the phone.  Now you can create a perfect gift 
with a few of these precious moments to share 
with your family and friends.  You can 
personalize this homemade album and made 
happy a lot of hearts. 
 
 
Materials: 
 Wisteria Wonder cardstock 12"x12" (2) 
 Decorative paper 5-7/8" x 3-7/8" (2) 
 Whisper White cardstock 
 Classic Stampin Pad™ Rich Razzleberry 
 Metal sheet, silver 
 Stampin Dimensionals® 
 Snail adhesive 
 Liquid glue 
 Photos (10) 
 Washi tape 
 Ribbon 
 
Tools: 
 Stampin Up Beautiful Bunch Stamp Set 
 Stampin Up Fun Flower Punch 
 Stampin Up Mini Treat Bag Thinlits  
 Scoring tool 
 Big Shot 
 Trimmer 
 Scissors 
 Bone folder 
 Rubber stamp cleaner 

Instructions: 
1. Print or order 10 photos of your special 

moment or event. 
2. Cut one sheet of Wisteria Wonder cardstock 

in half, to use as a base of your album.  
Score each piece at 4" and 8" on the 12” 
side.  

3. Fold at the 4" and 8" marks using the bone 
folder. 

4. Tape the two sections together at the short 
ends. 

5. Fold it up accordion style.  
6. Adhere  the two pieces of Decorative Paper 

on the front and back of your album.  
7. Stamp the flowers on a piece of Whisper 

White and punch out. 
8. Glue the flowers onto the front of the album. 
9. Cut the sentiment using a Thinlit or die cut 

with the silver metal.  
10. Adhere the sentiment to the front of the 

album. 
11. Arrange the photos on the remaining pages, 

both front and back. 
12. Adhere the photos with Snail adhesive. 
13. Tie your album with the ribbon. 

https://www.scrapbook-adhesives.com/
http://www.bellacraftspublishing.com/subscribe
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By Lorine Mason 

Materials:  
 Fat quarters of cotton fabric: yellow print, 

black & white floral print, black & white 
stripe 

 Medium weight fusible interfacing 
 Quilt Attitude™ printable film 
 Steam-A-Seam2® double stick fusible web 
 Zipper: white (12”) 
 Black thread 
 Foam board (3” x 9”) 
 
Tools:  
 Inkjet printer 
 Sewing machine 
 Scissor  
 Measuring tape 
 Iron 
 Non-stick pressing sheet  
 

Instructions: 
Note: All seams are ½ inch. 
1. Following the manufacturer’s directions and 

using the PDF supplied, print the image 
onto the Craft Attitude™ film. Set aside to 
dry. 

2. Cut an 8 ½ inch by 11 inch rectangle from 
the Steam-A-Seam2®. Remove the paper 
backing from one side and place on the 
back side of the yellow print fabric. Press 
the two layers together following the 
manufacturer’s directions. Trim the yellow 
print fabric even with the Steam-A-
Seam2®. 

3. Follow the manufacturer’s directions to 
adhere the Craft Attitude™ film to the front 
of the yellow print fabric. Trim the tote front 
to measure 7 ½ inches by 10 inches. 

4. Cut four: 2 inch by width of the fabric 

Zippered totes are a must 
for everyone. Whether 

using them to pack for a 
trip, store supplies or 

given as a gift the Urban 
Doodles Zippered Tote is 
sure to become a favorite 
go to tote. The clean lines 
of Urban Doodles artwork 

set on a bright yellow 
background fabric fits 

perfectly with an 
assortment of black and 
white coordinating prints.  

http://www.lorinemason.com
https://warmcompany.com/
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quarter strips. With right sides together and 
starting at the top edge of the tote front; stitch 
the first strip in place. Press the strip up from 
the tote front. Note: you will need to use the 
non-stick pressing sheet any time the iron 
comes into contact with the tote front. Trim 
ends of strip even with the tote front. Repeat 
the steps, adding a side strip, then the 
bottom and finally the remaining side strip. 
Press interfacing to the back of the finished 
piece. 

5. Measure the tote front and cut a rectangle 
using this measurement from the striped 
fabric. This will be the back of the tote. Press 
interfacing to the back of the fabric. 

6. Turn under and press the top edge of both 
the tote front and tote back ½ inch.  

7. Following the manufacturer’s directions, 
stitch the zipper to the tote front and back.  

 
8. Fold the tote right sides together and stitch 

the side and bottom seams.  
 
 

9. Fold the bottom edge of the tote up to meet 
the side seams, aligning both seams and 
mark a line 1 ½ inches up from the point. 
Stitch along this line. Repeat for opposite 
corner.   

 
10. Turn tote right side out and press.  

Lorine Mason is a licensed product designer, an accomplished project designer, and the author 
of thirteen ‘how to’ sewing and craft books and three pattern lines. An eye for detail, innovative 
project design, trend awareness and hard work are the corner stones of her business.  As an 
accomplished sewer, Lorine strives to inspire others to create unique home sewn items with a 
creative twist  

http://www.lorinemason.com
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Materials:  
Cardstock, white 
 
Tools:  
Colored pencils, inkjet printer, scissors  
 
Instructions: 
1. Using the PDF supplied; print postcards onto 

white cardstock. 
2. Trim postcards, leaving a ¼ inch border 

around all sides.   
3. Using the colored pencils, choose your color 

palette and then have fun coloring your 
postcard. So simple.  

By Lorine Mason 

Wishing a friend or family 
member a Happy Birthday 
is always heartfelt. Taking 
the time to hand color a 

card makes your message 
just that much more 
personal. Start with 

choosing your color palette 
and then let your 

imagination take over.  

http://www.lorinemason.com
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By Theresa Cifali 

Looking for a great gift idea?  Why not make 
some stationery!  This fun design makes a great 

teacher gift.  Plus, who doesn’t love sparkles! 

mailto:theresa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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Materials:  
 A2 cards, white (6) with envelopes 
 Ann Butler Background Basics by 

ColorBox®, Picnic 1 square and Picnic 2 
triangle 

 Ann Butler ColorBox Crafters™, Blueberry 
 American Crafts™ POW Glitter Paper, 

silver 
 Cardstock, light blue, dark blue 
 Aleene’s® Tacky Tape Runner ™ 
 Aleene’s® Tacky Dot Singles ™ 
 Dress It Up® gems, Purple Dazzle 
 Ribbon, hemp or twine 
 
Tools:  
 Sizzix® Big Shot® 
 Sizzix® Flower Layers & Leaves 
 Paper trimmer 
 Heat gun 
 
 

Instructions: 
1. On the front, bottom-left and top-right of the 

card, stamp the Picnic 2 triangle stamp.  
Heat set. 

2. Stamp two Picnic 1 squares on light blue 
cardstock and heat set.  Then, cut them out 
with the paper trimmer. 

3. Cut a 3 ½ inch x 3 ½ inch piece of the silver 
glitter paper.  Set aside. 

4. Die cut a large, 6-petal flower in dark blue, 
an 8-petal flower in silver glitter paper and a 
small, 6-petal flower from the stamped light 
blue paper. 

5. Tape the papers and flowers to the card as 
shown. 

6. Attach one of the small clear gems to the 
center of the small 6-petal flower. 

7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for each card. 
8. Stack them and wrap them with a pretty 

piece of ribbon, hemp or twine. 

http://www.clearsnap.com/ann-butler-products
http://www.ilovetocreate.com/
http://www.ilovetocreate.com/
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By Lisa Jimenez 

With winter comes warmer clothes and more accessories!  This Lavender 
Bliss bracelet is a perfect way to add a bit of color to your winter 

wardrobe.  The soft shades of color used in this bracelet remind me of a 
bouquet of lavender roses. A bouquet of lavender roses can sure make a 

striking impression and so will this bracelet when worn on your wrist.  

http://www.LisasCreativeSoul.com
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Materials: 
 Assorted Lavender Beads, 4mm and up 
 Etched Jumpring, Antique Gold, 8mm 
 Lobster Clasp, Antique Gold, 15mm 
 Trinity Brass Co. Phebe Connector, Antique 

Gold (2) 
 Round Jumpring, Antique Gold, 6mm (2) 
 Round Jumpring, Antique Gold, 4mm (2) 
 Headpin, Antique Gold (5) 
 Crimp Tube, Antique Gold(6) 
 Beading Wire 
 
Tools: Flat nose pliers (2 sets), round nose 
pliers, cutters, chain nose pliers, crimper tool, 
scissors, beading board.  
 
Instructions: 
1. Cut an 8 inch strip of beading wire.  Load a 

crimp bead onto the wire and then run the 
wire through the outer right ring on the Phebe 
connector.  Make a loop with the wire and 
then slide the crimp tube up.  Use the crimp 
tool to secure the crimp tube on the wire.  
Cut the excess wire using scissors or cutters.  

2. Arrange 5 ½ inches of beads onto the 
beading board.  Next, load the beads in the 
order arranged onto the beading wire in 

previous step.  Load a crimp tube onto the 
wire and then run the wire through the 
second Phebe connector outer ring.  
Continue to run the wire back through the 
crimp tube and several beads.  Pull the wire 
until a small loop forms at the ring.  Use the 
crimp tool to secure the tube to the wire. Cut 
the excess wire using scissors or cutters.  

3. Repeat Steps 1 & 2, two more times to 
complete three beaded strands. 

4. To make the bead dangles, load a bead onto 
headpin, trim and make a simple loop.  
Repeat this step 4 more times.  Open a 4mm 
jumpring and add two of the bead dangles, 
close ring.  Open another 4mm jumpring and 
add the three remaining bead dangles.  
Close ring.   

5. Open etched jumpring and then add it to the 
ring on the top of the Phebe connector.  Then 
add the bead dangles from previous step 
using the jumprings.  Close etched jumpring.   
Open a 6mm jumpring and connect the 
lobster clasp to the top ring on the opposite 
Phebe connector.  Close ring.  

 
Note: The overall size of the bracelet is 7 ½ 
inches.  To adjust the size of the bracelet add or 
subtract the amount of beads used in Step 2.  

http://www.eti-usa.com/
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By Ann Butler 

I love to collect bottles of every kind.  I 
simply love the detail that goes into 
perfume, salad dressing and liquor 
bottles…just to name a few.  I don’t like to 
showcase empty bottles, so what’s a girl 
to do?? 
 
Well , I up-cycle them!  Here is a perfect 
example of an up-cycled bottle. 
 
Materials: 
 Ann Butler Designs™ Iridescents by Earth 

Safe Finishes, Lilac 
 Earth Safe Finishes, Gesso, White 
 Beacon Adhesives® Zip Dry™ 
 Rub-on letters, white 
 Paper flowers 
 Rhinestones 

Tools:   
 Sandpaper 
 Paintbrush 
 
Instructions: 
1. Apply gesso to the bottle.  Let dry. 
2. Paint the bottle with Lilac.  Let dry.  Repeat. 
3. Sand away some of the paint on the raised 

areas of the bottle, to expose the gesso, as 
desired. 

4. Rub on the letters to create words of your 
choice to the front of the bottle. 

5. Glue the flowers onto the bottle.  See photo 
for placement. 

6. Apply the rhinestones as desired. 

http://www.AnnButlerDesigns.com
http://www.earthsafefinishesstore.com/ann-butler-iridescents-line/
http://www.earthsafefinishesstore.com/ann-butler-iridescents-line/
http://www.beaconadhesives.com/craft-home/
http://thebuckleboutique.com/
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By  Theresa Cifali 

I don’t know about you, but I just go crazy over 
containers.  I get just as excited in an office 
supply store as I do in a craft store.  However, I 
also like pretty!  Often times, things like pencil 
holders and storage boxes are just plain ugly.  If 
they are “designer” office supplies, that means 
expensive!  My solution is to get plain, boring 
containers and “dress them up” to my own style 
and taste.  This metal pencil holder will be used 
to hold my ga-gillion acrylic paint brushes, but 
they’d hold pencils and markers just as easily.  
Ah…a little bling just makes my heart sing! 
 
Materials:  
 Metal or wooden pencil holder 
 Delta Ceramcoat® Select Multi-Surface™, 

African Lily 
 Jolee’s Boutique® Light Blue Thick Borders 
 Dress It Up®, Purple Dazzle 
 Fibers, light blue  
 Blue satin ribbon, 1” width 
 Hot glue 
 
Tools:  Foam brush, paper plate, hot glue gun, 
scissors, craft knife and mat  
 
Instructions: 
1. With a foam brush, apply a layer of paint to 

the pencil holder.  Let it dry completely.  Then 
add a second coat.  Let dry completely.  If 
needed, add a third coat of paint.  

2. Wrap the satin ribbon around the 
circumference of the pencil holder and trim it 
to the size you need with another ¼ inch for 
overlap.  Secure this to the container with hot 
glue, about ½ inch down from the top. 

3. Next, add a dab of hot glue just above where 
the satin ribbon connects and stick the end of 
the fiber into it.  Start wrapping the fiber 
around the container as many times as is 
necessary to cover the ½ inch gap between 
the top and the satin ribbon.  Cut and fasten 

the end with hot glue. 
4. Glue one purple flower gem on the satin 

ribbon in the front. 
5. Then, with a craft knife, cut away one row of 

blue gems from the package and two sections 
of 7 gems.  Place the row of gems on either 
side of the purple flower. 

6. Glue a purple flower gem at the end of each 
row of blue gems. 

7. Cut another row of blue gems from the 
package and attach along the bottom edge of 
the pencil holder.  Repeat until you have gone 
around the entire container. 

mailto:theresa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
http://www.artimpressions.com/
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Materials: 
 Wood frame 
 Pattern paper 
 Clearsnap® Design Adhesives, Vintage 

Heart, Fancy Edges 
 Clearsnap® Designer Foils, Plum Crazy, 

Seaport 
 Ann Butler ColorBox® Crafter’s™ Inkpad, 

Lilac 
 Beacon Adhesives® Zip Dry™ 
 Ribbon, blue 
 
Tools:  
 Scotch™ Brand Precision 5” Craft Detail 

Scissors 
 Glue gun 
 Bone folder or craft stick  

Instructions: 
1. Lay the frame onto the back of pattern 

paper, trace with a pencil and cut out.  
Adhere the paper to the frame. 

2. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, 
apply the Design Adhesives to the front of 
the frame.  Place the Designer Foils onto 
the Design Adhesives with the shiny side 
up.  Carefully rub the foils with a bone 
folder or craft stick.  Remove the foils. 

3. Ink the inside edges of the frame with Lilac 
inkpad.  Adhere the blue ribbon along the 
outer edge of the frame with glue gun.  Add 
photo. 

By Lisa Rojas 

 
When my grandchildren were baptized I knew I wanted to 

capture their special day in a pretty frame.  Since they all wore 
white, I didn’t want their photo to be all washed out, so I knew I 
needed to add some color to my frame.  Now, with their white 

clothing and the color on the frame the photo has a perfect 
balance of both.  

http://www.scotchbrand.com/3M/en_US/scotch-brand/
http://www.scotchbrand.com/3M/en_US/scotch-brand/
mailto:lisa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
http://bellacraftsquarterly.com/bella-crafts-connections
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I like to up-cycle whenever possible, because 
there are so many things that can become 

useful in so many ways.  Here, I am taking a 
simple jar and creating a cool candle holder. 

 
Materials: 
 Ann Butler Designs™ Iridescents by Earth 

Safe Finishes, Sapphire 
 Earth Safe Finishes Gesso, White 
 Snowflake stickers 
 Trim, white 
 Votive holder, that fits into the top of the jar 
 Flameless candle 
 Glue 

Tools:  
 Paintbrush 
 
Instructions: 
1. Apply gesso to the jar.  Let dry. 
2. Paint the bottle with Sapphire. Let dry.  

Repeat. 
3. Apply the stickers to the front of the jar. 
4. Glue the fibers around the top of the jar. 
5. Place the votive holder into the jar with the 

flameless candle.  

By Ann Butler 

http://www.earthsafefinishesstore.com/ann-butler-iridescents-line/
http://www.earthsafefinishesstore.com/ann-butler-iridescents-line/
http://www.AnnButlerDesigns.com
http://www.roc-lon.com/
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Materials: 
 Embroidery hoop, 3" - 6” 
 DMC® Pearl Cottons: colors of your choice 
 Scraps of wool felt  
 Linen fabric: color of your choice, 10" x 10" 
 Ribbon, 10" 
 Sewing thread 
 
Tools:  
 Scissors 
 Embroidery and sewing needles 
 Disappearing marking pen (optional) 
 
Instructions: 
1. Place the linen fabric in the embroidery hoop. 
2. Sketch your design using pen and paper. 

Mark the design in pencil or using a 
disappearing ink pen on the linen.  

3. Cut a circle of felt for the camera lens and a 
rectangle for the camera body. Pin in place 
on the linen. 

4. Using threads of your choice sew the felt 
pieces to the linen using blanket stitch and 
running stitch. Add other rows of stitches as 
desired. Sew other elements of the design 
using running stitch or stem stitch as desired. 

5. Draw the text on the linen and sew using 
small running stitches. 

6. Finish the embroidery by gathering the 
excess fabric at the back of the hoop. Cut a 
circle of felt slightly smaller than the hoop 
and hem stitch the felt over the gathered 
linen.  

7. Thread the ribbon through the hoop and tie 
the ends in a knot for hanging. 

By Helen Bradley 

Sewing miniature embroideries is simple and fun. It also appeals to the 
frugal crafter as it is a relatively inexpensive craft. Because these projects 
are small you can afford to use good quality materials so I've used wool 

felt, linen and quality sewing threads. The combination of felt and 
embroidery ensures you can achieve a colorful result without a lot of time 

consuming and detailed stitching. I regularly sew these camera 
embroideries for my photographer friends. 

http://www.projectwoman.com
mailto:lisafulmer@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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By Lisa Rojas 

 
What would turn a plain 
wood block photo holder 

into a fabulous wood block 
photo holder…glitter washi 

tape!  I love how easy it 
was to take these wood 

blocks from drab to fab in a 
few easy steps!  They are 

a super fun way to 
showcase all of the favorite 

people in your life.  
 

Materials:  
 Wood block photo holders 
 Glitter Washi tape: purple, 

dark blue, aqua 
 Little B™ Kraft Corrugate 

Tape 
 Floral stickers 
 Mini word stickers 
 
Tools:  
 3M Scotch™ Brand 

Precision 5” Craft Detail 
Scissors 

 Glue gun  
 

Instructions: 
1. Cover the tops of the wood 

blocks with glitter washi 
tape.  Wrap the corrugated 
tape around the outside of 
each block and adhere with 
the glue gun. 

2. Apply a strip of the glitter 
washi tape to the top and 
bottom parts of each block.  
Apply the floral stickers and 
the word stickers to the front 
of the block.  Add photos. 

mailto:lisa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
http://littlebllc.com/products/
http://littlebllc.com/products/
http://www.scotchbrand.com/3M/en_US/scotch-brand/
http://www.scotchbrand.com/3M/en_US/scotch-brand/
http://www.scotchbrand.com/3M/en_US/scotch-brand/
http://www.westcottbrand.com/Craft+Projects/Crafting+-+Sewing/Crafting+-+Sewing/Craft+Projects+-+Crafting+-+Sewing/11590
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By Marjolaine Walker  

http://www.marjolainewalker.com
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Materials:  
 Canvas 
 DecoArt Media® Black Gesso 
 DecoArt Media® Matte Medium 
 DCWV pattern paper 
 SVG files: Birds, Butterflies, Hearts  
 Faber-Castell Design Memory Craft® 

Gelatos®: Blue, Grey 
 Faber-Castell Design Memory Craft® 

Texture Luxe™ Silver 
 Faber-Castell Design Memory Craft® 

Texture Gems™ Ice 
 Faber-Castell Design Memory Craft® 

Stamper's Big Brush Pen Black 
 Beacon Adhesives® Zip Dry™ 
 
Tools: 
 KNK Zing Air Cutting Machine 
 Palette knife 
 Heat tool 
 Paint brush 
 Computer 
 Copy paper 
 
 
 
 

Instructions: 
1. Paint the whole canvas including the sides 

with black gesso. 
2. Place the heart diecuts all over the surface 

of the canvas, pressing each one into the 
wet gesso.  Dry completely. 

3. Use the grey and blue Gelatos® to scribble 
around the diecuts as well as around the 
canvas to give it the appearance of having a 
frame. 

4. Adhere both layers of the butterflies to the 
canvas. 

5. Use the palette knife to spread some 
Texture Luxe™ in random places all over 
the canvas.  Allow the Texture Luxe™ to dry 
completely before moving on. 

6. Cover the top layer of the butterflies with 
Texture Gems™.  Let dry. 

7. Print a quote from your computer.  Cut the 
quote out in strips. 

8. Adhere the strips of paper onto the canvas.  
Let dry. 

9. Color the strips of paper with grey Gelatos® 
so that the paper blends in with the canvas. 

10. Use the black Big Brush Pen to outline each 
strip of paper.  Then, rub the ink with your 
finger to spread it around the edges. 

Marjolaine Walker is a mixed media artist and designer.  She teaches paper crafting and 
mixed media classes at events and charity crops, as well as in her own studio, Twelve 
Stones Scrapbooking, which is a travelling store in Ottawa, Canada.  Marjolaine is 
passionate about sharing her knowledge and teaching others; she especially loves to 
encourage people to make time for what they love to do or what they dream of doing.  
She loves to dabble in all kinds of art but prefers mixed media and collage.  She loves 
trying new things and enjoys the learning aspect of it tremendously.  

For this project I combined three of my favorite things, mixed media, 
diecuts and a quote.  When I make the effort to set up my electronic 

cutting machine I tend to cut extra pieces to use at a later time so I have a 
bin full of diecuts ready to be used. On this canvas I used many cut out 
hearts to create the first layer then and then I added the butterflies as a 

focal point. To finished it off I added some words because for me, whatever 
words I choose for a canvas end up being the most meaningful part. Every 

time I read them I am reminded of an important truth that I need to 
remember, plus I love words on a pretty background! 

http://www.beaconadhesives.com/craft-home/
http://www.marjolainewalker.com
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mailto:lisafulmer@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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http://bellacraftsquarterly.com/craft-ebooks/cre8time-ebooks
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By Sara Naumann 

Grab your brayer, your pigment inks 
and your embossing powder for this 
easy background technique.  It’s 
guaranteed to add a splash of color and 
shine to even the grayest of winter 
weather! 

A rubber brayer is one of my most-used 
card making supplies.  It’s easy to use 
and gives instant color to a background: 
Simply roll it across your inkpad, then 
onto your cardstock.  Pigment inkpads 
are an ideal partner—because they’re 
designed to stay wet longer than dye-
based ink, the color will roll easily 
across the cardstock.  Experiment with 
glossy cardstock or matte, with one ink 
color or more.  

Because pigment ink stays wet so long, 
it has another purpose: As embossing 
ink.  Here, I’ve partially-embossed the 
stamped images with gold metallic to 
add texture and shine.  Simply stamp 
with colored pigment ink, then sprinkle 
embossing powder over a section of the 
image.  Tap off the excess and heat-set.  

Two tips on keeping things (fairly) tidy: 
Place a piece of scrap paper 
underneath your cardstock while you 
brayer.  This allows you to roll ink even 
to the edges without coloring your 
worktable.  And when you’re done 
brayering, a quick clean-up with a baby 
wipe and your brayer is ready for your 
next card making session! 

Materials: 
 Ann Butler ColorBox Crafter’s™ ink: 

Limelight, Aquamarine, Ocean Breeze 
 ColroBox® Art Wheel  
 WOW! Embossing Powder, Metallic Gold 

Rich Superfine     
 White matte cardstock, 5 7/8” x 4 1/8”, 6” x 

4 3/8”, 2” x 2”, 2” x 2”  
 Red matte cardstock, 6 1/4” x 4 5/8” 
 Teal matte cardstock, 6 3/8” x 4 3/4”  
 Red gingham ribbon, 6” 
 Gold metallic thread, 4” 
 Blank white card, 5 1/2” x 6 5/8” 
 Scrap paper 
 Foam tape 
 Clear tape 
 Craft glue 
  
Tools:  
 Eclectica³ {Sara Naumann} ESN18 stamps 
 Acrylic block 
 Scissors 
 1 1/4” circle punch 
 1 3/8” circle punch, heat tool 
 
Instructions: 
1. Place the 5 7/8 inches by 4 1/8 inches 

piece of white cardstock on a piece of 
scrap paper.  Roll the Art Wheel across the 
Limelight inkpad and then roll it across the 
white cardstock.  Repeat, rolling the brayer 
in the same direction until most of the white 
is covered. 

2. Roll the excess ink off of the brayer and 
then roll it across the Aquamarine inkpad.  
Brayer the ink across the white cardstock.  

3. Use the Ocean Breeze ink to stamp the 
branch onto the white cardstock.  
Immediately sprinkle the image with gold 
embossing powder.  Tap off the excess 
and return it to the jar.  Heat-set the 
embossed image. 

http://www.saranaumann.com
http://shop.paperartsy.co.uk/eclectica-sara-naumann-287-c.asp
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Sara Naumann is an American papercraft author, designer and instructor currently 
living in a seaside town in Poland. Sara is well-known for her “make it easy” 
approach to mixed media techniques—she recently released a DVD called Mixed 
Media Made Easy.  Her latest creative project is a series of Eclectica³ stamps 
designed for the UK stamp company PaperArtsy. You can catch up with Sara’s 
work in various stamping magazines, drop by her blog, or pop by her You Tube 
channel (Studio SN) for a weekly online papercrafting video tutorial! 

4. Use the Ocean Breeze ink to stamp the sheet 
music and the script images on the right side 
of the branch.  Sprinkle portions of the images 
with embossing powder.  Tap off the excess 
and heat-set. 

5. Use the Ocean Breeze ink to stamp the sheet 
music image vertically in the top left corner of 
the cardstock, pressing lightly.  Sprinkle 
portions of the image with gold embossing 
powder.  Tap off the excess and heat-set. 

6. Fold a piece of scrap paper in half.  Open it 
and place it on your work surface.  Pour gold 
embossing powder into the fold. Ink one edge 
of the cardstock with Ocean Breeze and then 
dip it into the embossing powder.  Heat-set, 
and then repeat for the other three edges.  

7. Mat the brayered piece onto white cardstock 
and then onto red and teal cardstock.  Wrap 
gingham ribbon around the piece and secure 
at the back with clear tape.  Glue the piece 
onto the card front. 

8. Lightly brayer a 2 inch square of white 
cardstock with Aquamarine.  Stamp the script 
with Limelight.  Stamp “winter chill” with 
Ocean Breeze.  Let dry, and then punch into 
a 1 1/4” circle. Punch a 1 3/8” circle from the 
second 2 inch square of white cardstock. 
Glue the two together and foam-tape to the 
front of the card.  

9. Tie a bow in the gold thread and then glue it 
to the top of the circle-punched piece. 

 

http://www.saranaumann.com
http://www.paperwishes.com/
http://www.paperwishes.com/
http://www.paperartsy.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/user/saranaumann
https://www.youtube.com/user/saranaumann
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=R3VMK5XWJ39CS
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mailto:lisafulmer@bellacraftsquarterly.com
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Materials: 
 Ann Butler Crafter’s Ink by Colorbox®: 

Blueberry, Ocean Breeze 
 Ann Butler Background Basics by Clearsnap, 

assorted 3” squares and triangles, Stitches  
 Roc-lon Canvas, 27” x 9”, white 
 Beacon Adhesives® Zip Dry™ 
 Trim: white beaded, white gimp 
 
Tools:  
 Scissors 
 Iron 
 Baby wipes 

Instructions: 
1. Stamp a quilt pattern onto the canvas using 

the squares and triangles with Blueberry and 
Ocean Breeze ink (see photo for pattern).  

2. Heat set with the iron. 
3. Ink up the Zigzag Stitch with Blueberry and 

stamp in between the quilted pattern, to 
create the faux stitching lines. 

4. Heat set with the iron. 
5. Glue the beaded trim around the outside of 

the runner. 
6. Attach the gimp trim around the outside of 

the runner to finish it off. 

By Ann Butler 

I love quilts of every kind.  Although making a quilt can take hours, days, 
weeks, or even longer and to make them beautiful, takes very precise 

work.  I have taken the hours, days and weeks  out of quilting with Faux 
Quilting.  Now you can simply stamp out a quilt pattern and have the look 

of a quilt without all of the hours they usually take to make.  

http://www.clearsnap.com/ann-butler-products
http://www.clearsnap.com/ann-butler-products
http://www.roc-lon.com/
http://www.annbutlerdesigns.com/
http://earthsafefinishesstore.com/
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Materials: 
 Clearly Gina K™ Simply the Best 
 Clearly Gina K™ Wild Blossom 
 Tsukineko StazOn®, Jet Black 
 Cardstock, white, 5” x 7” 
 Plain black frame, 5” x 7” with mat 
 
Tools:  
 Paper trimmer 
 Acrylic blocks 
 Pencil 
 
Instructions: 
1. Cut a piece of white cardstock 5” x 7”.  

Remove the mat, place it over the cardstock 
and trace the inside portion of the mat onto 
the cardstock lightly with a pencil for guides.  
Then remove the mat. 

2. Attach the flower grouping from the Wild 
Blossom set to an acrylic block and ink it up 
well.  

3. Stamp the image at the bottom of the 
cardstock, so that it lines up with the pencil 
line. 

4. Next, attach the vine from the Wild Blossom 
set to an acrylic block and ink it up well. 

5. Stamp part of that image up in the top, right 
corner so that it goes into the border area.  
Then re-ink the stamp and repeat up in the 
top, left corner in the same manner. 

6. Attach the “May all your dreams come true!” 
phrase from the Simply the Best set to an 
acrylic block and ink it up well.  Stamp that 
above the flowers, slightly to the left. 

7. Lay the mat over your stamped cardstock 
and place it in the frame. 

By Theresa Cifali 

Mono printing can be loads of fun…but it can also be really 
messy and time consuming.  With just some paper, ink and 
stamps, you can create a faux mono printed design that just 

looks lovely in a frame.  This quick and easy project is a fabulous 
gift idea or something you can make and place on your mantle. 

http://www.shop.ginakdesigns.com/
http://www.shop.ginakdesigns.com/
mailto:theresa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
http://www.grafixarts.com/
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By Lisa Rojas 

Materials: 
 Blank journal 
 Pattern paper 
 Jolee’s boutique™ Dimensional Stickers, 

Steampunk Birds 
 Little B™ Kraft Corrugated Tape 
 Wooden embellishments, “Memories”, gears 
 Metal Closure embellishment 
 Beacon Adhesives® Zip Dry™ 
 Ann Butler ColorBox® Crafter’s Inkpads: 

Lilac, Aquamarine 
 Clearsnap® Fairy Dust Glitter, Pralines & 

Cream 
 
Tools: 
 Scotch™ Precision 5” Craft Detail Scissors, 
 Glue gun 
 Paintbrush 
 
Instructions: 
1. Glue pattern paper to the outside cover of the 

journal.   
2. Adhere the corrugated tape around the 

middle of the journal. 
3. Using a paintbrush, apply the ink to the 

wooden gears and the word embellishment.  
While the ink is still wet, sprinkle the glitter on 
the embellishments.  Shake off the excess 
glitter. 

4. Attach the metal closure to the journal cover 
with the glue gun.  Arrange the wooden 
embellishments on the journal cover and 
adhere with glue gun. 

5. Apply the steampunk stickers to the journal 
cover. 

The “Steampunk Phase” doesn’t seem to be going anywhere any time 
soon and I for one, am really happy about that!  I’m not sure if it’s 

because all of the tiny details in the steampunk look or the shiny objects, 
but something about this trend speaks to my creative side.  It’s probably 
a little of both.  What could be better than lots of shiny, little details all in 

one project?  For me, not much!  

mailto:lisa@bellacraftsquarterly.com
http://littlebllc.com/products/
https://www.facebook.com/DoYouLovetoCraft/
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Explore these wonderful sites by clicking on the graphics!  

http://www.trinitybrassco.com/
http://creativeworkshops.me/main_page.html
http://lisafulmer.blogspot.com/
http://www.projectwoman.com/
http://www.carmenwhitehead.com/
http://marjolainewalker.com/
http://www.bwdesignstudio.blogspot.com/
http://www.eileenhull.com/
http://www.missmollysdesigns.com/
http://candicewindhamdesigns.blogspot.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Cre8time-Crafting-Quick-Candle-Projets-ebook/dp/B00PID29IA/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1424010174&sr=8-1&keywords=cre8time
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http://bellacraftsquarterly.com/sign-me-up
http://www.duetica.com/
https://plus.google.com/+BellaCraftsQuarterly/posts
http://www.pinterest.com/bellacraftsq/
http://www.bellacraftsquarterly.com/subscribe
https://twitter.com/BellaCraftsQ
http://www.youtube.com/bellacraftsq
http://www.pinterest.com/bellacraftsq/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/bellacraftsquarterly/
https://www.facebook.com/BellaCraftsPublishing

